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Abstract
This treatise attempts to investigate Salinger’s "Teddy’” the last story
in his Nine Stories，企om the perspective of Ch’an/Zen Buddhism. Its focus
aims at the significance of koan, Teddy’s mystical experiences, his compassion, and his wisdom.
Part II discusses the meaning of the koan of the ”single hand，，目id its
relations 切”Teddy. ” Salinger’s stories with a str位ige plot or a puzzling ending seem different koans for the reader. Par七 III analyzes the mystical experience of the titular hero (Teddy) and tries to detect the Ch’an experience
among them, In Buddhist angle, if there is a Buddha in your mind, then everγthing you see is Buddha. For Ch’an believes that matter is merely a phenomenal reflection of the mind.
Part IV and V try to catch Teddy’s image of A valoki扭'SVara who personifies compassion (kmτma) and wisdom (prajna). Part IV treats of Teddy’s
compassion. Many entries in

Teddy's 出ary

and his attitude as well as de.

meanor may justify that he is considerate and compassionate 切

others.

Part

V treats of Teddy’s wisdom in terms of his idea of emptiness (sunya詞，

his

ordinary mind, and his non-attachment. Realizing that life is essentially
empty and impermanent, Teddy doesn’t have any attachment--the lust for
life and the fear of death--in mind. Thus he can keep an

o rdin缸γmind 切

face death with composure.
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J. D. Salinger, though in all likelihood the least productive of all contemporary American writer, enjoys widespread popularity and huge commercial success. For almost

eve叮F

high school student or undergraduate in

America has read his representative work The Catcher in the Rye, with a
sales record over 3 millions, translations of nearly twenty languages, more
than 200 articles, and so forth.1 All those facts distinctly demonstrate the
extraordinarγinterest

of the reading public. AB Arthur Mizener puts it,”Sal-

inger is probably the most avidly read author of any serious pretensions in
his generation" (Mizener 1959, 83).
In addition to the former novel, five novelettes and thirty short stories
constitute all Salinger’s literary output. Four novelettes are published in
two books Franny and Zooey and Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenter;
and Seymour: An Introduction. The other one is ’' Hapworth 16, 1924.” Nine
Stories collect nine of the thirty short stories which appeared in different
magazines during the years of 1940 and 1950.
According

切 some

critical articles and books toward Salinger, we real-

ize that he is profoundly influenced by some Zen scholars including D. T.
Suzuki, Alan Watts, R. H. Blyth, Eugen Herrigel, etc. 2 Thus, we can readily
detect Ch’an/Zen

’suchness’

here and there in his works. As James

Lundquist in his study of Salinger proffers some interesting Zen explanations for Salinger’s writings, pointing out，”T、he closest analogue to Salinger'
religious thought is’ of course, Zen Buddhism, which is

essential 切 an

un-

derstanding of Nine Stories
With the foregoing understanding, we may say th的 Zen Buddhism is

~
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no doubt an appropriate
suing pas阻E間，

I

approach 個 Salinger’s

works. Therefore, in the en-

attempt to present a Zen reading of ’,Teddy’” the last

storγ

in Salinger's Nine Stories. Its focus will aim at the significance of koan,
Teddy’s mystical experiences, his compassion, and his wisdom, with the
hope that this study may shed light on ”Teddy” and facilitate our further
appreciation toward Salinger’s works.

II
At the beginning of Nine Stories, there is an epigraph : 'V.le know the
sound of two hands clapping. I But what is the sound of one hand clapping?”
It is a famous Zen koan by Hakuin, one of the greatest Zen
Japan. To this koan, here arise some

ques世ons. ＂屯的 is

mastβrs

in

Salinger's intention

? Is there any relation between the koan and the nine stories (especially,

” Teddy”) ? Before exploring those

ques世ons,

first of all, we have to under-

stand the koan’s significance and background. The word "Zen" indicates
thinking,

medita討on，切 see,

and to contemplate. Central to the Zen process,

the word 宜。an”（公案） literally means ”public cases” recording the dialogues
of the patriarch and masters. What Zen

aims 切的組in

is to see

in切 one ’ s

mind and thereby to put an end to all intellectual doubts and emotional disturbances.
All in all, the koan method, a

pro臼ss

designed to produce

sa切討（

awakening), is one by which the Zen master instructs his disciples to think
it another

way﹔ namely， 切 be away 企om

conventional knowledge and free

from wrong thinking. As Heinrich Dumoulin comments on Hakuin's koan of
the ’,single hand"
would penetrate

and 回戶，”﹝Hakuin﹞ devised
in切 one's

a problem which he believed

consciousness with incomparable sharpness and

would readily lead to the awakening of doubt and 臼
~
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(Dumoulin 1969, 257). In reading Salinger’s Nine Stories., the readers
will find themselves just like the Zen disciples studying variant koans. For
those stories devised by Salinger often have a strange plot or a puzzling end·
ing which seems unreasonable and thus plunges the readers into an intellec·
tual impasse. For instance, at the end of ”A Perfect Day for Bananafish”
Seymour commits

s世cide

abruptly ; in ”Teddy” Teddy’s thought as well as

behaviour is strange and beyond our comprehension. Maybe, like Teddy,
Salinger is

tηing

to get the readers to ”vomit up every bit of the apple [of

logic]”( 299). 3
However, once a man does solve the koan he will achieve satori and be
able to hear the sound of silence. As Dumoulin depicts:
He who lifts one hand and while listening quietly can hear a sound
which no ear hears，開n surpass all conscious knowledge. He can
leave the world of distinctions behind ; he may cross the ocean of
the karma of rebirths, and he may break through the darkness of
ignorance. In the enlightenment he attains

切 unlimited

freedom

(Dumoulin 1969, 257).
The sound of silence is only heard by the person who has been enlight·
ened. For instance, on the Spirit Mountain,

Buddha 品kyamuni picked

up a

flower and held it before his audience without uttering a word. Only the
great Kashyapa broke into an understanding smile.4 Likewise, in Vimalakirti Sutra （維摩詰經） , Manjusri （文殊師利） asked 防＇malakirti （維
摩詰）

what the doctrine of nonduality (

advaya ﹔不二法鬥） is. 叮·malakirti

remained silent and said not a word. Accordingly, the sound of silence-reflecting the spirit of Zen including ineffability, direct transmission of
hearts, pointing to the heart directly, and seeing one ’s nature--is beyond all
logic and intellectual stuff.
~
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In 叮‘eddy，’， when

of the

answering Nicholson’s question how

fini悟出mensions, Teddy 血戶，＇'Logic’s

one 個n

get out

the first thing you have to get

rid of' (290) _ Here, Teddy’s reply points out the rationale of the

koan，的

Suzuki remarks in Essays in Zen Buddhism (Second Series),”[T ] here is no
room in the koan
not a

logi臼l

切 insert

an intellectual interpretation .... For a koan is

proposition but the expression of a cerlain mental state result-

ing from the Zen discipline" (Suzuki 1933, 71). On the other hand, Teddy’S
Vedantic belief in reincarnation and ordinary mind toward his death may
serve to shed light on why Seymour commits suicide, since Teddy and
Seymour have experienced awakening by seeing through the absurdity of
the logic that blinds the normal people in the world
birth and death) . To Teddy and

Seymo凹， physical

of 且m且m (the

cycle of

death may be spiritual

life, so they are free to confront their death with equanimity.
TEE
TEA
TEA

--

After discussing the significance of the koan of the ”single hand” and its
relations 切”Teddy’” we may 個ke

a look at Teddy’s mystical experiences

and try to detect the Ch’an ’ suchness’ among them. On page 288, Teddy
tells Nicholson about his mystical

expe討ence:

I was six when I 回w that everything was God, and my hair stood
up .... My sister w品 only aveηtiny child then, and she w越世姐姐ng
her milk, and all of a sudden I saw that she was God and the milk
was God. I mean, all she was doing was pouring God into God ....
Here Teddy ’s mystical experience is analogous to that of Allen Ginsberg who says in his

poem ”Footnote 臼 Howl" that ”Eve可rthing

is holy! ev·

erybody is holy! everywhere is holy !”( Ginsberg 1980, 21). In the
Ch，曲， if there

ligh七 of

is a Buddha in your mind, then everγthing you see is Buddha
~
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For Ch’an believes that matter is merely a phenomenal reflection of the
mind. The following story will illustrate the idea. One day when Ying-tsung
（印宗）

was lecturing on the Nirvana Scripture （涅槃經）， a banner was flut-

tering in the wind. A debate arose between two monks, one insisting that
the wind was moving and the other asserting that the banner was flapping.
As the debate continued, Hui-neng （惠能）阻迫切 them，”Neither the wind
nor the banner moves ; what moves is your mind”( Chan 1975, 10). 5 Hence it
will be easy for us to fathom what

Buddha 且ys

in the

Pratyu月pan

nasamadhi Sutz耳叮‘his triple world exists only because of the mind. According to one's own thought, one sees oneself in one ’s own mind. My now seeing the Buddha is after my own mind ; my mind becomes the Buddha; my
mind itself is the Buddha ...”(qtd. in Suzuki 1933, 150) . 6
In addition, another of Teddy ’s mystical experiences lies in his seeing
the orange peels floating on the water. At first, Teddy stands on his father ’s
suitcase, looking out of the porthole at the sea and seeing that someone is
dumping orange peels into the sea. He finds it is interesting
verγnicely.” As

the peels are starting to sink, he continues

for 可hey

to 且y,

float

"In a few

minutes later, the only place they’II still be floating will be inside my mind”(
261). Later, before stepping out to find his sister Booper, he lingers at the

door

and 回ys’”After

I go out this door, I may only exist in the minds of all

my acquaintances .... I may be an orange peel" (265). Here Teddy’s words
foreshadow his death that he afterwards mentions to Nicholson. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that Teddy compares himself to the orange peel and
identifies with it. There is no difference between the subject (Teddy) and the
object (the orange peel). That is, the subject is the object, the object the subject.
Similar to

Teddy’S 阻se

are the koan of cypress tree and an episode in
~
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Suzuki’s life. In the thirty-seventh koan ofMumonkan, a monk asked Chaochou （趙州），’'What is the meaning of the First Patriarch’s visit 切 China？”
Chao-chou replied,”the cypress tree in the front

courtyard”（q世.

in Suzuki

1933, 69) .7 Here Chao-cbou’s answer m闊的 that the 叫“ and the cypress
tree combine together. Moreover, like Teddy’s identifying with the orange
peel, one day D. T. Suzuki, while descending a mountain, found that he was
assimilated into the huge pine tree which was bathed in bright moonlight. 8
In the preceding examples, the fusing of the subject and the object is
akin to the state of samadhi (meditation) . As the mind deepens in meditation, a point is reached where subject and object become one. No longer is
the Buddha the object and the meditator the subject, but the meditator becomes one with the Buddha. When this happens, this is the state of 且madhi.9
The process from duality to nonduality is precisely conveyed in the famous
閱ying

of Ch'ing-yuan

（青原）：

Before I had studied Zen for 也irty ye訂s, I saw

rnoun旭ins 品 mountains,

and waters as waters. When I arrived at a more intimate knowledge ... I saw that mountains are not mountains, and waters are
not waters. But now that I have got its very substance ... I see
mountains once again as mountains, and waters once again as waters. (qtd. in Watts 1989, 126)10
At the last stage, Ch'ing-yuan is in the noumenal asl?Cct of seeing
things. There is not a dual relation of subject-object between Ch’ing-yuan
and nature (mountains and waters). For the mountains and
ally

mountains 缸ld

waters 缸e

waters when they are assimilated into his

re-

being 缸ld

he

is absorbed in them. Here the example of Ch’ing-yuan may speak volumes
for the deli臼te relation between Teddy and the orange peel.

~
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IV
After dealing with Teddy’s mystical
pas阻ges

experien切只 in

the subsequent

we will try 臼 catch his image of Avalokitesvara （觀音菩薩）. AB we

understand, A valokitesvara personifies compassion ( karuna) and wisdom
(prajna) . Therefore, we will

fe叮et

out Teddy’s compassion and prajna·

wisdom in his thought and demeanour. In Teddy’s

dia可， many

entries

凹，

veal that he is considerate as well as compassionate to others. First, he is
tired of

poetηr

because he feels sick of the description that ”A man walks

along the beach and unfortunately gets hit in the head by a coconut. His
head unfortunately cracks open in two halves" (274). Second, he presents his
condolence in a letter to Dr. Wokawara about his nephritis. Third, he reminds himself to be nicer to a librarian. Fourth, he exhorts himself to find
his fat>lei" dog ta.gs and to wear them since it will please his father.
Besides, as for his parents, Teddy wants ”them to have a nice time
while they ’re alive" though "they don ’t love [him] and Booper”( 285). Concerning his sister Booper, Teddy realizes that she

doesn可 like

him

verγ

much and predicts that she will push him into the empty pool. Nevertheless,
he doesn’t mind at all, pitying her without any hatred by saying,”My sister’s
only six, and she hasn ’t been a human being for very many lives ...”(295).
Even to the little boy Myron, Teddy also reveals his compassion. For Teddy
comforts Myron and gainsays what Booper says to Myron,”You’re the
stupidest person I ever m的... the stupidest person in this ocean ...”(269).
As the sutra says,”A Bodhisattva ... harbours no ill will for past enmity
nor hatred against wicked person”(Anskho 1992, 112). Out of compassion,
one 臼n at個in

tolerance--a sympathetic understanding of the world’s imper-

fection and man ’s suffering.

He 阻n

~

forgive the ignorance or offenses of
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other people and is always ready 的 proffer bis generosity.

N~ither

~

contempt

nor hate can be allowed to germinate in his own mind. Thus, all the foregoing examples

且n

explicitly substantiate that Teddy is a compassionate bod-

hisattva （菩薩）．

v
On the other hand, regarding Teddy ’s wisdom (prajna ) , we may discuss it in terms of his idea of emptiness (

swiya臼i),

his

ordinarγmind,

his non- attachment. In reply to Nicholson ’s question how

one 臼n

and

get out of

the finite dimensions, Teddy underscores that logic should be discarded.
Teddy seems a Zen master answering bis pupil ’s questions and suggesting
the way to deal with ”koan. ” Besides, to education, Teddy tries to show the
children 屯OW 切 meditate

what their names are
meditation

one 開n

...[and] how to find out who they are, not just

. . . ” (298).

dive

Here what Teddy emphasizes is that by

in切 one’ s

the traditional four-phrase

inner self and see into one's nature as

summ叮y

of Ch’an indicates,”Teaching beyond

teaching; No learning on word and letters. Point straight at man’s mind ;
See its nature and become Buddha" (Shigematsu 1981, 3).12
In Teddy’s view, one, by renouncing one's logic and intellectual stuff,
may see things as they really are. He points out that ”An elephant’s only big
when it’s next to something else

. . . ” (298).

Hence he would rather show

the children an elephant than tell them the elephant is big or has a trunk.
Here Teddy’s attitude bears resemblance to that of a Zen master, because he
wants the children t。”see things the way they 釘e” and to experience personally. Spirittial wisdom, unlike technical knowledge which 臼n be communicated through the intellect alone, must be experie::iced and comprehended
by our whole being·’-head and heart, body and soul. Namely, Zen experiences
~
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are not to be expounded with words and letters. Only ’,The man who ’ s
drunk water know if it’s cool or warm”(Shigematsu 1981, 3).13 No doubt,
Teddy’s noumenal aspect of seeing things is in harmony with the Zen idea
of suchness

（位的a但）.

As

Suzuki 阻抖，”Instead

of starting with dualism or

pluralism, Zen wants us to have a Zen-experience, and with this experience
it surveys a world of suchness”( 1955,74).
After realizing Teddy ’s seeing things in the light of suchness

（起的a帥，

we may further discuss his stance on death. Inasmuch as Teddy is able to
see the underlying truth of things, he understands that all things are empty
(sunya 臼~

and impermanent (anitya). Regarding death, Teddy presumes

that ’,everybody ’s done it thousands and thousands of times" (294), so he
asks Nicholson what there is to be afraid of. Here his
front death is what the Heart Sutra

parami，伺
dr缸ice,

have

ordinarγmind 切 con

says’，'Bodhi且ttvas

who rely on

P用jna

no hindrance in their hearts, and since they have no hin-

they have no fear, are free from contrary and delusive ideas ．．．叫Luk

1960, 218).14 Like the Bodhisattvas, Teddy, without hindrance in his heart,
has no fear for death.
Without fear for death in mind, thus
to it

and 臼n

Teddy 臼n

keep an ordinary mind

face it with composure. Though predicting the possibility that

later in the day Booper will push him into the empty swimming pool and
that he will die at once, Teddy still goes about his business as usual. He acts
obediently and compassionately to his parents as well as his naughty sister,
practices his meditation wiht "single-mindedness” and ’,one-pointed concentration ’” and keeps his diary. Even in his conversation wiht Nicholson, he
keeps talking calmly and gently. Accordingly, Teddy ’s such frame of mind is
in accordance with the Zen master Nan-ch’ uan ’ s （南泉） saying that ’,everyday mind is Ta。”（平常心是道） .15 As Sumiko Kudo analyzes’”It is the
~
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absolute mind, or no-mind, which transcends ... subject and

obj白t,

11

good

and evil, life and death”( 1975, 13).

In
for his

response 臼 Nicholson’s ques世on

p訂閱峙， Teddy

they have
七o

n缸nes

whether his death is a sad event

replies, "Yes, of course ... But that's only because

and emotions for

eveηthing

that happens11 (295). In order

elucidate his idea, Teddy makes a comparison between that a dog died in

Sven’s dream and that it actually died in Sven’s life. He points out tha七 the
latter is

different 仕om

the former, just because Sven ”wouldn’t wake up till

he died himself' (296). Here Teddy apparently

equa值s

a person’s life with a

dream. This angle is quite similar 切 that ’，Somebody who isn’ t awake doesn't
unders個nd

the non-being of the visual sense-objects in a dream”(Anacker

1986, 171) .16 That is, Teddy’s viewpoint chimes in with what the sutra
states:

[B]irth and death 訂e illusions of ignorance, like things 時en 品
existing in a dream but non-existent in the waking st.ate (Luk
1960, 174) ... Life and death as well as nirvana are like 組 em
ptydr開m

of yesterday. (Luk 1960, 218)17

What is more, the saying in the Diamond Sutra may
Teddy 閱ys

that life is like a

drea血：＂All

also 抖stify

phenomena are like a

what

dream，缸l

il-

lusion, a bubble and a shadow, like dew and lightning" (Luk 1960, 205) . 18
As we know, Buddhism holds that after a man dies there is nothing at all,

whereas the individual is only the continuous combination of five aggregates

(skandhas), including physi個I form

(n戶A

sensations (vedana), concep世ons

(samjna), mental for formations f且mskara), and consciousness (vijnana）戶
Realizing that life (the five

skandhas, 五蘊）

Teddy do的的 have any attachment

is essentially empty

(u戶dana)--the

(suny涅的，

lust for life and the fear

of death. By comparison, those people around Teddy, the lotus-eaters who
~
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are

unable 切”自e

things the way they are ,’, are ”pretty afraid

臼也e’，（294).

They are ignorant (avidya) and have attachment in mind, drowned in the
sea of dukkha or soπows.

VI
From the previous discussions concerning the koan, Teddy’s mystical
experiences, his compassion ( karuna ) , and his wisdom
understand that ”Teddy’” the last

storγin

(prajn，司， we

may

Salinger Nine Stories, is fraught

with the spirit of Zen Buddhism which relies completely upon one’s own
help and power for salvation through enlightenment. As Professor Tien-en
Kao says,”Teddy” is ’,a story demonstrating ’the way of the monkey,”the
way of self- help, own-doing, inner energy’ embodied in the life and death of.
a ten-year- old child prodigy" (1987, 173). This story puts emphasis on the
importance of meditation and the necessity of abnegating all logic and intellectual stuff. By means of meditation, one may purify his consciousness, dive
deeply into his mind for the real self, see in切

his

true nature, and hear the

sound of silence. From the persistent meditation, the practitioner will make
spiritual advancement, attaining prajna (wisdom). Therefore, by prajna
(wisdom), the practitioner may see into the nature of reality, fathoming that

”form is identical with void [and] void is identical with form'' (Luk 1960, 213)
20

and freeing himself from 且msara . And this in turns stirs up his compas-

sion (karuna) for all who are still in the bounds of ignorance (avidya) and

samsara. Therefore, in the story, Teddy indeed evinces the selfsame Avaloki伽vara who

personifies prajna and karuna.
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Luzac, 1933) 69. This is a famous koan between Chao-chou and Nan-ch ’uan
in Murnonkan.
16. 《唯識二十頌〉未覺不能知，夢所見非有。

17.

（圓覺經》：輪轉生死．．．．．．此無明者，非實有體。如夢中人，

夢時非無。及至於醒，了無所得．．．．．．生死涅槃，猶如昨夢。

18. 《金剛經》：一切有為法，如夢幻泡影：如露亦如電，應作如
是觀。

19. 五蘊為色蘊、受蘊、想蘊、行蘊、識蘊等。 For a detail of ’,The

Five Aggregates" （五蘊）， please consult Walpola Rahula’s What the Buddha
Taught (Taipei : Torch of Wisdom, 1990) 20-27.
20. 《心經》：色即是空，空即是色。
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慈悲與智慧的菩薩：沙林傑＜泰迪＞之禪釋
林源慶＊

摘要
本論文試以禪學之觀點解讀美國作家沙林傑的短篇小說集《九個

故事〉之末篇＜泰迪＞ 0 研究焦點著重於公案意涵及主人翁泰迪之神
密經驗、慈悲心、與般若智慧。

第二段討論禪宗公案的意義，兼述支手之音公案與《九個故事》
之交互關係 o 沙林傑渲篇小說常有怪異情節及令人疑惑結局，好似一

篇篇的公案。第三段剖析泰迪之神密經驗及揭示其中禪趣。就禪學角

度，心中有佛，所見皆佛。蓋外境乃是內心之投射。
第四段及第五段嘗試描繪探究泰迫所彰顯之菩薩悲心與般若智慧

。第四段闡述泰迪於言行舉止間流露對其周遭人物之悲心。第五段探
討主角的般若智慧，以其真如空觀及不執著之平常心加以論證。因了
悟生命之空幻無常，故泰迪能不貪生怕死而持平常心去看待死亡。

關鍵詞：禪（Ch’an），沙林傑（Salinger），泰迪（ Teddy），慈 悲（compassion)
，智 慧（Wisdom).
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